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© 2020 Small Rescue Dog Minnesota. All rights are reserved. Change LocationScroll to view available. Pomeranian dogs are taken to save me! FilterShow AllFemaleMaleUrgent Click on the number to view those who need rescue in this state.- Choose different countries -Pomeranian Rescue and
Minnesota Animal Rescue Please wait until we argue available puppies in the list for you! (Downloading the list takes a few seconds) WARNING TIP: If you are looking for a specific kind of dog, you can enter these keywords in this form of search. For example, you can search for a word big or Havan. Age
Keywords: Child, Young, Adult, Senior Size Keywords: Small, Medium, Big, X-Big Gender Keywords: Men, Women of a particular breed is also accepted as a search term. © 2019 Anderdog Rescue. All rights are reserved. Welcome to PAWSITIVELY POM RESCUE We are a non-profit animal rescue
organization with great purpose! Our team is dedicated to saving Pomeranians and other small breeds of dogs. We cherish their minds, bodies and souls until the perfect home is found for each and every one. We do it just for the love of the breed. We are 100% volunteers and do not receive funding from
the government. All our dogs are placed in loving foster families... we do not support the shelter of the environment. Pawsitively Pom Rescue goes beyond for every animal in our care. In fact, we are known for the quality of care we provide. We do not use inexpensive clinics and often visit veterinary
specialists a few hours away from our homes. All our dogs can be followed on our Facebook page from the moment they come to our care, until the day they are adopted... and often after that. We believe that every Pomeranian and adopter deserves a wonderful companion (s) and have taken a thorough
process to fit the right dog for the right home. Our goal is not to move as many animals as possible, but to provide the best care and find our Poms the very best of homes. PPR consists entirely of dedicated volunteers who are committed to saving forgotten, abused and unwanted Pomeranians and other
small dog breeds that may be euthanized and homelessness across the country. We provide immediate transport and veterinary care, while providing safe and foster foster families where these dogs can heal, both mentally and physically, until permanent homes are found as part of our adoption
screening process. We also promote the importance of proper care, consistent vaccination, and spaying and castration of domesticated animals. Pawsitively Pom Rescue Inc. was incorporated as a non-profit corporation in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on August 12, 2013. In the course of the The
Board of Directors issued a statement on the law and conflict of interest. The amendment articles were filed and approved on September 20, 2013, and Pawsitively Pom Rescue was recognized by the IRS as a 501 (c) (3) person on May 30, 2014. Pawsitively Pom Rescue Inc. is 501 (c) (3) (c) (3) animal
welfare organizations. Tell us a story about how you met your furry best friend and help other pet lovers discover the joys of adopting pets! Tell us your story to save me! The Pomeranian organization RescueNonprofitIlike dir �tzige ViewPageTransparencyFacebook provides information that better
understands the purpose of pages. Learn more about the people who run the pages and post messages to them. See everything
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